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Now in its 12th season, unscripted competition series HELL’S KITCHEN finds world-renowned chef Gordon Ramsay continuing to spice things up with new challenges and new rewards. 

Since its season premiere in March, a new batch of aspiring restaurateurs have braved Ramsay and his fiery command of the kitchen as he puts the competitors through an intense culinary academy to prove they 
possess the right combination of ingredients to win the life-changing grand prize: a Head Chef position at a Gordon Ramsay restaurant with a salary of a quarter of a million dollars.

Already this season, the chefs have left the pleasantries at the door, as the pressure to impress Chef Ramsay has reached a boiling point. With only 12 chefs remaining in the competition, the contestants must 
continue to prove their ability to work in teams, before Chef Ramsay determines which chefs are worthy of a black jacket. As the competition heats up, the chefs will face exciting challenges, which include cooking 
for a chance to be photographed for the first-ever HELL’S KITCHEN calendar, preparing game-day favorites at a college football tailgate party, as well as the classic blind taste test challenge. Later, the stakes will 
be raised during the remaining dinner services, as HELL’S KITCHEN hosts gastro pub night, red vs. blue menu night and a charity dinner for UNICEF and their celebrity ambassador, Angie Harmon (“Rizzoli & Isles”).

As the competition progresses, the number of contestants will be whittled down until only two chefs are left to compete for the ultimate prize and fulfill their dreams of working in the culinary industry as the 
winner of HELL’S KITCHEN.

HELL’S KITCHEN is produced by ITV Studios America in association with A. Smith & Co. Productions. Arthur Smith, Kent Weed and Gordon Ramsay serve as executive producers. 
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